A. TOWN RAMPART, GIECZ, GREAT POLAND. 10th to 12th-century (p. 4)

B. FORTRESS, ŁĘCZYCA, GREAT POLAND. 12th to 13th-century. Reconstruction attempt (p. 4)

Medieval Archaeology, XX (1976)
A. WOODEN CULT FIGURE, WOLIN, POMERANIA. 9th-century (p. 6)

B. WOODEN CULT MASK, OPOLE, SILESIA. 11th-century (p. 6)

C. WOODEN MUSICAL INSTRUMENT, GDAŃSK, POMERANIA. 13th-century (p. 6)

Medieval Archaeology, XX (1976)
A. SILVER HOARD AND POT, BORUCIN, GREAT POLAND. 11th-century (p. 8)

B. WOODEN HOUSE FOUNDATION, UJŚCIE, GREAT POLAND. 8th-century (p. 8)

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XX (1976)
A. GOLD CHALICE (sc. 3:4) AND GILT KNOP (sc. 6:5) FROM ABBOT’S TOMB, TYNIEC, LITTLE POLAND. 12th-century (p. 4)

B. TOMBSTONE WITH LATIN INSCRIPTION, GNIEZNO CATHEDRAL, GREAT POLAND. 11th-century (p. 4)

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XX (1976)
FINDS FROM EXCAVATIONS AT HAMWIH, SOUTHAMPTON

A. Bronze buckle from Saxon cemetery. Sc. 1:1 (p. 42)
B. Bone handle of cane (?), with iron and bone rivet and pins. Sc. 2¼:1 (p. 47)
C. X-radiograph of iron seax from Saxon cemetery, 8th-century. Sc. 1:3½ (p. 59)

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XX (1976)

Phh.: A, B, Clive Tilley  C, Dept. of Environment
HOLDSWORTH, SAXON SOUTHAMPTON
BROOCHES FROM ANGLO-SAXON CEMETERY, DARLINGTON

A, B. Great square-headed brooches (inventory nos. 1, 2) (pp. 65, 67 f.)
C. Cruciform brooch (inventory no. 3) (pp. 65, 68 f.)

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XX (1976)
BROOCHES FROM ANGLO-SAXON CEMETERY, DARLINGTON

A. Cruciform brooch (inventory no. 4) (pp. 66, 69)
B, C. Small-long brooches (inventory nos. 5, 6) (pp. 66, 69, 71)

Phh.: A, R. Jones  B, C, Ashmolean Museum

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XX (1976)
ANGLO-SAXON FINDS FROM FONABY AND DARLINGTON

A. Great square-headed brooch from Fonaby, Lincs. L. 122 mm. (p. 67 f.)
B. Iron band from Darlington (inventory no. 17) (pp. 66, 73)
C. Pot from Darlington (inventory no. 24) (pp. 67, 72 f.)

Phh.: A, M. Pocock
B, R. Miket C, Ashmolean Museum

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XX (1976) MIKET AND POCOCK DARLINGTON
EXCAVATIONS AT WALTHAM ABBEY, ESSEX

Scales in ft. and in.

A. SW. corner of trench B31 showing S. wall-foundation trench of Viking hall. On right, section across wall (cf. PQ, fig. 32); on left, section along centre of wall (p. 85 f.)

B. Trench B29 looking N., showing ditch underlying hall, and hall aisle-post foundation F344 (cf. section LM, fig. 32) (p. 83)

C. Floor tiles (F139) in doorway in Room A, after removal of mortar blocking (pp. 95, 120 f.)

Phib.: P. J. Huggins

HUGGINS, WALTHAM ABBEY
PLATE XI

A

FINDS FROM EXCAVATIONS AT WALTHAM ABBEY, ESSEX

A. Alphabet inscribed on lead. Ht. of letters 2–5 mm. (pp. 129 ff.)
B. Lead bull of Pope Alexander III, from NW. claustral building. Diam. 35 mm. (p. 127)

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XX (1976)

Phh.: A, University of St Andrews  B, P. J. Huggins
HUGGINS, WALTHAM ABBEY
PLATE XII

A. INHUMATION GRAVE II/196, LIEBENAU, NW. GERMANY.
   Applied brooches. Sc. 3:12 (p. 134)

B. LYRE TUNING PEGS, WHITBY, N. YORKS. Sc. 1:1 (pp. 137 ff.)

Phl.: A, M. G. Welch    B, British Museum

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XX (1976)
NOTES AND NEWS
EXCAVATIONS ON WATERFRONT, CITY OF LONDON

A. **NEW FRESH WHARF.** Rows of straight oak branches inserted into grid of pointed stakes to form anti-landing device(?). 7th to 9th-century (p. 165 f.)

B. **TRIG LANE.** Waterfront of horizontal planks and vertical supports with raking braces. 13th-century(?). In foreground, stave-built waterfront with rigid triangular braces. Mid 14th-century (p. 190)
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